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About This Game

- Tight, retro, arcade. You will control different kinds of fighters under inertia (in good and challenging ways), achieve the
highest score!

- Most important thing is to pay attention to fighter's Energy Point! Each single attack costs energy. And it is supplemented by
destroying enemy or space scrap collecting. Aiming System will give you a unique experience.

- Every battle needs specific strategy. Choose the perfect weapon to deal with your quest. As the difficulty increases, you need
to strengthen your fighter through all the gains.

- Failed? No worries! At the end of each battle, you'll receive the bonus by score to arm yourself in the next game or unlock a
brand-new fighter.
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- A variety of fighters for you to choose, different shapes and basic properties, most importantly different Special Skills! Get
familiar with each fighter's Special Skill, you'll enjoy the feeling of saving the crisis!
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Title: Space Gladiator
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hermitown
Publisher:
Hermitown
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 / 8/ 10 (64-BIT Required)

Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX560

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound compatible (must support DirectX 9.0c or higher)

Additional Notes:

English
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Yes, yes, and more yes is all i can say.
i got this game from my friend who was browsing reddit, 3 hour after i set my controller down from a laughing fit.
this game COULD be competative, but it works much better to just ♥♥♥♥ around.
if you are even THINKING of buying this game, get it.. Best useless DLC ever!

Kidding.

Great stuff.

10\/10. best hunting game on steam. Meh...it's ok. Bottom line, I took a chance... and well, not all that impressed at first glance.
I get the point of this game (ie. patience to some degree and basically timing your moves); but for me, I just can't stand using a
keyboard for controls. I knew that going in with this game; but I'm a controller guy. It feels like less of a game to me having to
use a keyboard.
I have to say no on the recommendation unless you buy it now for the $4. Then maybe it's worth that.. A good solid entry into
the Logistical game empire. Not the hardest, for sure, but there will be some limitations and challenges to keep you busy. And
you get Scotland, so there you go. 10\/10. I got this as part of the Killing Floor Bundle. This DLC is the only character DLC I
care about because of Paramedic Alfred Anderson; because I mainly play Field Medic, this character pack allows me to look the
part as well.. this game is not the castlevania i was expecting, it's more similar to god of war!! also i hate going to the next screen
and having to move another direction because the camera angle flips around... This game triggered me.

It was also so awful that my pet goldfish hung itself after playing it.
Good work, peta.. Can't really recommend this game if you find it cheap and just want something to kill time sure not a bad
game but you have to do soo much stuff your self there is no co-op nor will there be the only AI is the train truck and ship
coming in and out you have to operate everything your self with gets repetitive and boring there isn't even any NPC's walking
around to give the game more of a better look besides 2 guys standing doing nothing graphics are a bit on the low side the cranes
are easy to use though poor physics also really bad hit box if you brake one for pushing a crane slightly to hard it shatters in a
cloud of dust and you lose the whole shipment so if you had 6 containers from 1 work order and brakes entirely you lose all 6
and a heavy fine to go with that you can also hit a light post on the yard and you damage your container by 100% so you lose all
the money for that container
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The game is a good consept and i like how its like tron also the fact that it has ♥♥♥♥ing mechs in it is badass! also you can
nuke sum♥♥♥♥♥♥so overal rating of the game

6.5 out of 10 its suprizingly good for a cheap good priced and story packed game

i just wish that it was a bit more popular and this game was made in 2008! that is good coming from a person from 2016
thats pretty damn cool how old games can become better games that are popular and riven from the dead and can be broght back
with a bit of effort and more programing then bam you just got your self a good game or a bad game still its a damn good game
and i suggest it price is almost a steal for what your getting almost just so close cause its a story rich game and i can see that this
game was pretty ♥♥♥♥ing cool for 2008.. Best Tron-like game yet!. It's just not a game for me, hence I can not recommend
this game. I find the gameplay to be too slow, slower than I expected. The graphics are alright and reminded me of Limbo,
though once actually in game I found them to be very fatiguing because of the darkness and slow movement. The overall
production quality is quite good, but the gameplay simply can not keep my attention.

I recommend watching some youtube videos before making the purchase.. I've played worse 2D retro pixel platformers. This
one is basically a 2D portal ripoff.

There's a little bit of skill based platforming and jumping on monsters heads, but mostly it's about puzzle solving.

I think the developers behind the game are quite talented, Shuggy was also one of the better 2D retro pixel platformers, but it's a
complete waste of a good developer to keep doing 2D retro pixel platformers.

Overall the game is complete and fairly well polished, the graphics are pretty average but better than most pixel games.
Unfortunately there's only so much you can do with a 2D retro pixel platformer until boredom and reality hits - its yet another
2D retro pixel platformer in a saturated market of mediocrity. havent played this game, only afk. When a game has lots of
spelling/grammar/mechanics errors, fails to change the default Unity font, and even capture the mouse, you can tell there's a
serious problem.. very very good. Xmas Shooting - Scramble!! is a cute anime bullet hell game from the OJ franchise.
Unlike QP Shooting, this game only has 3 stages, but for the price,
You still get a lot of challange and fun. (and a character unlock for 100% OJ <3)

Even if you are not a fan of cute anime moe stuff, this game is still great
for fans of quick-reflex and other bullet hell type games.

This game delivers excactly what you should expect from OJ, and I love it :). Trash TRASH TRAASH....
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